Good morning P5,

I hope you are all well and looking after yourselves. Today we are going to focus on visual literacy, using the skills you have learned through reading. You will be watching a video clip called ‘The Clock Tower’ and using this to complete challenges from the reflective reading grid (you should recognise this as something we have used in class for reading tasks).

Please complete at least three tasks from the grid in your home learning jotter, in as much detail as you can. You may wish to do more than three tasks to challenge yourself, for example if you usually try the hot tasks, I would aim for at around 5 tasks, choosing some of the more challenging activities. The tasks you choose are up to you, but try to show a mixture of skills, for example, you may choose one ‘watch and understand’, one ‘explore some more’ and one ‘create something great’.

Before you start, please watch the video carefully. Next, have a look at the tasks, choose which you would like to start with, then watch the clip again. You can go back and watch the clip as many times as you like, the same way you might read something over again to find key information.

Here is the video clip: The Clocktower- https://www.literacyshed.com/the-clock-tower.html#

Good luck P5 and enjoy today’s task!

Best wishes,

Mrs Murray
Watch and Understand
How do you think the dancer feels...
  a) At the beginning when she sees the balloons floating past?
  b) In the middle when she steps outside to find everything has stopped?
  c) At the end when she has to keep twirling to power the clock again?

Explore Some more
Close your eyes and listen to the music. What instruments do you hear?
Make a note of words and feelings that come into your mind.

Explore Some More
What do you think this short film is about? Try to explain in a few sentences, including who you think the main character is and what has happened to her.

Explore Some more
Describe the village setting using as much description as possible. Remember to use your senses and to use VCOP.

Create something great
Draw your own fairy tale setting, inspired by the one in the film clip.

Connect 4
Does this film remind you of any other stories you have read, listened to or watched? Explain what it reminds you of and why it is similar.

Connect 4
Have you ever been looking forward to something only to be disappointed? Write a few sentences explaining what you were excited about and why and what made it disappointing.

Create Something Great
Write a back story or prequel to describe how the girl became the perpetual dancer. Was she cursed by a witch? Tricked by an evil prince etc?